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1 - Die Amy Rose,DIE!

Shadow and Sonic at a arcade place. Close to a chili dog stand...
Sonic:Amy is SOOOO annoying! I know just how to get rid of Amy:
1.Stuff her up with chili dogs then she explodes!
2.Ask Eggman for a shrinking machine and shrink her and put her in a chili dog and I'll eat it!
3.Put a sleeping pill in her chili dog,and when she sleeps we'll give her to Eggman and never rescue her!
Shadow:WHY IS IT ALWAYS ABOUT CHILI DOGS??!?!?!?!?
Sonic:'Cuz there are yummy and outside the door?
Shadow:Good point!
*pinktiger300 walks in*
pinktiger300:OMG it's SONIC&SHADOW!!!!
*Hugs them both extremly tight*
Sonic and Shadow:Can't breath...
*pinktiger300 lets go*
pinktiger300:I can't belive it's you guys!^_^So...whacha guys doin'?
Sonic and Sahdow:Trying to kill Amy.
pinktiger300:Here's a crazy idea...

~Note~
If you have a fan character you want to add or be in the story just tell me:
Name:
Age:
Likes:
Dislikes:
Animal:
Description:
Tell me by the comments 'cuz my parents won't let me tell anyone my e-mail except my friends.

To Be Countinued...
What will I say?Find out later!!!



2 - The rest of the plan...

pinktiger300:...just use this love potion,make Amy drink this and she'll fall in love with the first person she
sees.But I warn you use only one drop...no more than that,or else...
Sonic and Shadow:Okay now give us that!
pinktiger300:Only if...
Sonic and Shadow:GO ON!
To be countined...
The first person to tell me their fan character who likes Amy,will be the one that Sonic and Shadow will
use the love potion on!!!



3 - The rest of the plan...

pinktiger300:...just use this love potion,make Amy drink this and she'll fall in love with the first person she
sees.But I warn you use only one drop...no more than that,or else...
Sonic and Shadow:Okay now give us that!
pinktiger300:Only if...
Sonic and Shadow:GO ON!
To be countined...
The first person to tell me their fan character who likes Amy,will be the one that Sonic and Shadow will
use the love potion on!!!



4 - Mwahahaha!

~new chars.~
Name:Shoame
Gender:Female
Age:13
Likes:weapons
Dislikes:Amy Rose
Animal:Hedgehog
Description: She lives for weapons and she is in love with Shadow but doesn't show it. She has an older
brother who likes Amy.

Name:Kiemual
Age:17
Gender:Male
Likes:Amy
Dislikes:Eggman
Animal:Hedgehog
Description: Have a crush on Amy. He always protect his sisters. Loves to make weapons
I added the gen. 'cuz i forgot you need to tell me you char.'s gender!
(Going on with the story.)
pinktiger300:...you both give me a kiss on the cheek!
Sonic and Shadow:NO!!!
pinktiger300:No potion for you guys...
Sonic and Shadow:Fine...a quick one only...
pinktiger300:^_^
*Sonic and Shadow does a very quick kiss*
pinktiger300:Here you go!*gives potion*
Sonic:WhooHoo!
Shadow:YES!!!
Sonic:Now who to use it on...
Shadow:HEY!I know a guy who likes Amy!
pinktiger300 and Sonic:WHO?!!?!?
Shadow:Kiemual!
pinktiger300 and Sonic:Where does he live?!??
Shadow:Uhhh...
*Kiemual walks in*
Shadow:Hey! What's up? You like Amy right?
Kiemual:*blushes* yea...so what about it?
*Shadow whispers plan in Kiemual's ear*
Shadow:And were're making sure you're the first person she sees!
Kiemual:*Blushes hard*
To be countinued...
People you can add more fan char.'s



(You can add more detail,such as Habitat,Color,clothing,and what ever you want!)



5 - Shoame has arrived!

*Shoame walks in*
Shoame:You guys have been in this arcade for three days!
pinktiger300:I broke the PacMan record!YES!!!
*Shoame stares at pinktiger300*
(In case you guys have been wondering who pinktiger300 is...it's ME!!!)
pinktiger300:What? Never seen a girl beat the PacMan game before?
Shoame:...
Kiemual:Just finished this weapon!*Shows a big sharp sword*
Shoame:OMG!Give me that weapon!
*Kiemual hands it over*
*Shoame pretends to fight someone*
TBC....
More characters....needed



6 - POTION!!!

~new char.~
Name:Sunshine
Likes:Rocket (he's a hedgehog)
Dilikes:Amy and Knuckles
Animal:Fox
Description:A 14 year old fox who has a crush on her best friend's brother, Rocket.
(Back 2 da story...)
*Sunshine walks in*
pinktiger300:This place is like a house...
Sunshine:Huh? What do you mean?
Sonic,Shadow,Kiemual,Shoame,and pinktiger300:We have been livin' here for days.
Sunshine:Oh! Can I join?
pinktiger300:Sure!^_^
Sunshine:^_^
TBC....



7 - Potion magic!

~new char.~
Name: Summer
Age: 14
Gender:Female
Likes: Vincent*a vampire hedgehog* And Adventures*
Dislikes: Sege Eggman-only Likes to play around with Ivo a better nice looking guy
Animal: Hedgehog
Descrip.: She's a vampire and a slayer, likes Ivo not Eggman-clone. Is Shadows young sis'. Can make
any fall in love with her. She is a love match-maker. And has a clueless thing for people like when she
doesn't use her power. Uses biting skills fighting, Weapons, Whip & Sword! PLZ don't get mad at me for
so many things!
(Back to da story)

*Knuckles and Tails walk in*
Sonic: Oh! Hi Tails! What's up Knuckles?
Knuckles: Oh nothin' except Eggman's KILLER Robots!!!!
Sonic: Good one!
Knuckles: I'm not jokin'.
pinktiger300: I think I played enough arcade games...
*pinktiger300 sees Knuckles and Tails and gives them a big hug then let's go of the hug*
Sunshine: I beat the PacMan record!
pinktiger300:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOO!
Kiemual (Wanting to tease pinktiger300):What's your score?
Sunshine:It's 100,000!^_^
pinktiger300:NOOOOOOOOOOO! Just 50,003 more points then me!
*Summer came in out of no where*
Summer: Where am I? How'd I get here?
TBC....
More characters please!!!!



8 - Potion magic!
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Sonic: Oh! Hi Tails! What's up Knuckles?
Knuckles: Oh nothin' except Eggman's KILLER Robots!!!!
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OOO!
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TBC....
More characters please!!!!



9 - Way too weird...

~new chars.~
(Sunshine_Fox's)
Name:Takafumi (just call her Ora)
Age:13
Gender:Female
Likes:Shopping
Dislikes:Eggman and reading
Animal:Fox
Descrip:Takafumi is a two tailed fox like tails. She is skillful in rock climbing, she's more of a tomboy.
Color:Orange
Habitat:A mansion

(pinktiger300's)
Name:Koro-Sho
Age:16
Gender:Girl
Likes:Knuckles&Emeralds&Digging&Adventure&Fighting&Dark Knuckles&Spell casting&Flying on her
broom in the Moonlight
Dislikes:Eggman&Julie-Su&Rouge&Fleas
Animal:Dog
Fur Color:White
B-day:December 21
Description:She likes Knuckles but, he only likes her a little bit...(She has magic.)She knew he wouldn't
love her...she was sad for 1 week. If she was sad it would either rain or have a typhoon. There was a
Typhoon for the whole week...Then she made a creation that is like knux except dark and kinda like
shadow but not.
(No story cuz' I typed to much...)



10 - Blah blah? char.

New
Name: Jazzy
Age: 14
Likes: Pie, Penguins, Shadow, Friends with Amy, Marshmellow leaves, and guns!
Dislikes: EVIL PEOPLE!
Animal: Hedgehog
Description: Lives in an apartment with her friend Roxie at Point Point. Loves shadow so dumped her BF
Stan cuz she likes Shadow and He threatend to kill Amy.

Name: Stan
Age: 14
Likes: His 'fro, Friends Sonic and Shadow.
Dislikes: Break up with Jazzy, evil people!
Animal: Hedgehog
Description: In love with his afro. Black belt in Judo. Video game junki!
Back to da story...
~At eggman's secert laboratory..~
Eggman:Ya know what...I think Sonic blabs to much...I got it!
*Eggman builds a blab machine and swicthes the on swicth on*
~At the acade we fellow Sonic people live...~
Sonic:Blah blah.
Shadow:Sonic what are you talking about?
pinktiger300:Ahhhh...the teen hedgehog had to much root beer...
Sonic:YAP YAP!
pinktriger300:You Shut up!
shadow:You understand him?!?
pinktiger300:Yeah...can't you?
Sunshine:Don't use the first bathroom stall...
pinktiger300: Why?
Sunshine:'Cause you flushed one of your fruit socks down the drain!
pinktiger300:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
!
*pinktiger300 cries a lot and floods half the room.*
Sunshine:Everyone if the tear water comes to you mouth hold your breath and I'll open the the door!
Kiemaul:Why don't you do it now?!?!?!!??!?!?
Sunshine:I can't find the door!!!!!!!
Sonic:BLAH BLAH!
Shadow:JUst make everyone go to the nearest wall and kick and somone might kick the door open!
*Koro-Sho walks in with Dark Knuckles*
2 b countinued...



I won't make any more chaps. for a while...



11 - ????????

~At the Arcade where we all live~
Koro-Sho: What happened??!?!?!?!
Everyone points at pinktiger300*
Pinktiger300: What?
Sonic: BLAH BLAH BLAHYAP YAP BOOM BAM BING!?!?!?!?
Sunshine: What did hesay?
Pinktiger300: He saidWHY DID THIS HAPPEN TO ME, HUH??!?!?!?!?!
Sunshine: Don’t WorryI know how to stop him.
Jazzy: I think I knowwhat she’s gonna do…
Sunshine:*Tapes Sonic’smouth*
Kiemal: AMY’S COMING!!!!!!
pinktiger300: *Dresses up as a bartender*
*Everyone else hides*
Amy walks in*
Amy to pinktiger300/bartender:What?!??!?!? A bartender!??!?!!?! This an Arcade!!!
Pinktiger300/Bartender:Err… they hired a bartender?
Amy: Oh…their makingit like a bar!
Shadow in the bathroomwho didn’t know that pinktiger300 was tricking Amy that she was a bartender:
*Walksout of the bathroom, saw the silly mustache that pinktiger300 had on* Why are youwearing a
mustache Jacquelyn (Me)?
To Be Continued….
NOTE: I know not everyone’s char is in there but there are toomany chars!
NEXT CHAPTER: Amy’s Worst Enemy!!!!



12 - Review

New Charrys:

Name: Maranda the Cat
Gender: female
Likes: fighting
Animal type: Cat
Maranda is a tomboy. She likes fighting and   the such. AND HATES DRESSES!

Name: Dark
Age:11
Likes: Meeting with his role models, Sonic   and Shadow.
Dislikes: EVIL
Gender: Male
Description:
Black all over with white jacket.

-Arcade Place-

pinktiger300: zZzZzZ…

thud thud!

Pinktiger300: uh. Wha? What have we been doing for the pass few weeks?

Sunshine_Fox: I don't know.

Toonie(Tilias): I only remember…Blabla Bla.

Sonic: Yea…

Shadz: Uh-huh

Sunshine: Yup

Tails & Ora: Yeah…



Everyone else says their own way of yes…

Pinktiger300: Woah….Too many people…Need to reintroduce…

Name: Jackie

Gender: Female

Animal: Human

Likes: Anime, Manga, Sushi, Too much///

Dislikes: n00bs, and more

Hobbies: Drawing, swimming, singing in the shower

Appearance: Black hair down to shoulders, Black Eyes, slightly tanned skin from swimming to much

Personality: Serious, but at times very hyper

Bishie/Bishoujo: Kiba, Shino, Sora, Shikamaru

Name: Leanne

Gender: Female

Likes: Anime, Manga, Chobits, Makin' Gaian Gold

Dislikes: n00bs, n00b language

Hobbies: Dollin', Drawin', Spritin'

Appearance: Black hair about to waist, Black Eyes

Personality: Hyper/Serious

Bishie/Bishoujo: >.> Not my business



Name: Toonie/Jackie (A different one!)/ Tilias

Gender: Female

Likes: Sonic, Fanart

Dislikes: >.>

Hobbies: Drawing, hanging out

Appearance: >.>

Personality: >.>

Bishie/Bishoujo: Sonic? >.>

Name:Shoame Age:13  
Likes:weapons
Dislikes:Amy Rose
Animal:Hedgehog  
Description: She lives for weapons and she is in love with Shadow but   doesn't show it. She has an
older brother who likes Amy.
Name:Kiemual  
Age:17
Likes:Amy
Dislikes:Eggman
Animal:Hedgehog   Description: Have a crush on Amy. He always protect his sisters. Loves to   make
weapons.

Name:Sunshine
Likes:Rocket (he's a   hedgehog)
Dilikes:Amy and Knuckles
Animal:Fox
Description:A 14 year old fox who have a crush on her best friend's   brother,
Rocket

Name:   Summer
Age: 14
Likes: Vincent*a vampire hedgehog* And   Adventures*



Dislikes: Sege Eggman-only Likes to play around with Ivo   a better nice looking guy
Animal: Hedgehog
Descrip.: She's a   vampire and a slayer, likes Ivo not Eggman-clone. Is Shadows young sis'.   Can
make any fall in love with her. She is a love match-maker. And has a   clueless thing for people like
when she doesn't use her power. Uses biting   skills fighting, Weapons, Whip & Sword!

Name:Takafumi (just call her Ora)
Age:13
Gender:Female
Likes:Shopping
Dislikes:Eggman and reading
Animal:Fox
Descrip:Takafumi   is a two tailed fox like tails. She is skillful in rock climbing, she's   more of a tomboy.
Color:Orange
Habitat:A mansion

Name: Jazzy
Age: 14
Likes: Pie, Penguins, Shadow, Friends   with Amy, Marshmellow leaves, and guns!
Dislikes: EVIL PEOPLE!
Animal: Hedgehog
Description: Lives in an apartment with her   friend Roxie at Point Point. Loves shadow so dumped her
BF Stan cuz she   likes Shadow and He threatend to kill Amy.

Name: Stan
Age: 14
Likes: His 'fro, Friends Sonic and Shadow.
Dislikes: Break up with Jazzy, evil people!
Animal: Hedgehog
Description: In love with his afro. Black belt in Judo. Video game   junki

Name: Christy
Age:14
Likes: Sonic, Music, and Swimming!
Dislikes: AMY!!!!!!!!!!
Animal: Mongoose
Description: She is Sonic's GF. But hasn't   came, cuz she WAS on vacation, but will appear.



Name:Gunner

Age:17

Likes:Guns(hehehe)

Dislikes:Love

Animal:Bear

Friends:Sunshine,Kiko,and P.T.3.

Description:She cares about her friends and her self.She was born from   the west.Yes where all the
cowboys and the other stuff came from.If one   thing,just one thing bothers her ur dead meat!(She'll kill
you.)

Name: Sunflower
Age: 15
Likes: Shadow [her dream boy]
Dislikes: death
Species/animal: Hedgehog
Description: she is the main singer of   Nick and Aarons band and she loves Shadow she basicly runs to
shadow when   she needs help or Nick got a giant gun to kill her!

Name:Ci Ci
Age:15
likes:Twitch(a   lynx)good freinds whith Amy and Carey.
Dislikes:EVIL PEOPLE!
Gender:Female
Animal:Lynx
Description:dosen't really like   shadow for almost destroying her



Name:Orochi Shadow
Age:15
Likes:Shadow,Sonic,Miniguns
Dislikes:losing at   halo;Evil People,even though his name means evil
Animal:Hedgehog
Description:is NOT related to shadow,lives with his friend bluu(yes   bluu from FHOIF),and is stronger
and faster than regular shadow
What   I Look Like:Same as shadow,but blue fur and a green head stripe,has   clothes.

Name:May Age:17 Likes:guns Dislikes:annoying people
species:rabbit I have a pics of her if you want to know what she look   like

name:lilly
Age:13
Animal:hedgehog
Loves:sonic, music, freedom and singing!
Hates:all evil
description:absolutely loves sonic(but doesnt   annoy him like amy). She plays the electric guitar and can
be a wee bit   forgetful sometimes. She's always kind to others.

Name: Soiny & Darkness
Age's:13
Likes:Soiny loves her   boyfriend Speedy and Darkness likes Soiny's brother Hyper (Not putting   there
boyfriend's in here..)
Dislikes: Darkness hate's Eggman,   Soiny, and the World, soiny hates Eggman, Darkness and any one
who ticks   her off..
Animal: Both Hedgehog's
Description: Soiny: Looks   like Amy but has hair up in a poiny tail and wears purple shoes and shorts  
and shirt plus she has a golden locket with the letters SR in them..
Darkness:She looks like soiny but has violet red streaks and black fur   like Shadow..she wears a violet
dark red shirt and dark blue shorts and has   her hair up too but has dark red shoes..



Name: Maranda the Cat
Gender: female
Likes: fighting
Animal type: Cat
Maranda is a tomboy. She likes fighting and   the such. AND HATES DRESSES!
Uh. I just added a picture of Maranda   in the Games>Sonic the hedgehog series> Original fan
characters section

Name: Dark
Age:11
Likes: Meeting with his role models, Sonic   and Shadow.
Dislikes: EVIL
Gender: Male
Description:
Black all over with white jacket

Name: Koro-Sho

Age: 15

Likes: Books, hats

Dislikes: Skirts, and shorts (They show her scar)

Gender: Female

Animal: Doggy

Looks: White Lab w/ Black spots at her ear. Soft whit fur. Wears a loose hoodie w/ a tight shirt over it so
it looks like the hoodie fits. Also, Capri's.

Name: Veena

Age: 16

Likes: Books, Chokers, Pendants for necklaces, Sushi



Dislikes: Sonic, ghosts, cheesy movies

Gender: Female

Animal: Vixen

Looks: Shiney Purple eyes, Soft blue fur, a chocker w/ a cross on it, over 6 piercings, big goth boots,
tight cami w/ cross tank top under it, a loose leather belt, and a long navy knee skirt.

Pt3: Too many people….

Everyone: But we love ourselves so much! Lol

Pt3: The arcade is starting to smell…>.>Clean UP!!!

Sonic: -burp- Whatever…-throws trash all over the place.

Pt3: I'm outta here.

Everyone marches out behind her `cept Sonic and Shadow.

Shadow: This is your fault.

Sonic(Sarcastically): I know it's yours.

-At some weirdo Park-

pt3: …

Sunshine: What now?

TooniE: I dunno…

Shaome: How about try and kill Amy?

Kiemual: -ahem- Don't even think about it.

Sunshine: …I agree w/ Shaome!



Summer: Nah…I'm too tired…We haven't slept in days.

Ora: Let's play something.

Jazzy: Hm..Nah…Tired…

Stan: How about…sleeping?

Christy: Yea sleeping sounds good to me…

Gunner: C'mon. Let's do something first! Then sleep!

Sunflower: Yea, I'm bored.

Ci Ci: Oui Oui. (Yes,Yes.)

Orochi: hm…LET'S PLAY WITH PLASTIC GUNS!

May: No thank you…what a kid…

Lily: Yawn…

Soiny & Darkness: hn…

Maranda: Let's spar!

Dark: WHAT PART OF TOO TIRED DO YOU GUYS DON'T GET?!

Koro-Sho: -Whining sound of a 5 yr. Old child- Stop yelling…

Veena: how about swimming? It's refreshing, so we stay awake a little more and who doesn't like a nap
after a nice dip in a cool pool?

Everyone: YEAH!

To Be continued

Next Time: Swimmy Swim Swim
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